Abstract. Unit Clustering is the problem of dividing a set of points from a metric space into a minimal number of subsets such that the points in each subset are enclosable by a unit ball. We continue the work, recently initiated by Chan and Zarrabi-Zadeh, on determining the competitive ratio of the online version of this problem. For the one-dimensional case, we develop a deterministic algorithm, improving the best known upper bound of 7/4 by Epstein and van Stee to 5/3. This narrows the gap to the best known lower bound of 8/5 to only 1/15. Our algorithm automatically leads to improvements in all higher dimensions as well. Finally, we strengthen the deterministic lower bound in two dimensions and higher from 2 to 13/6.
Introduction
Unit Clustering is the problem of dividing a set of points from a metric space into a minimal number of subsets such that the points in each subset are enclosable by a unit ball. The subsets are also referred to as clusters. Clustering algorithms have applications in for instance information retrieval, data mining, and facility location.
In the online version, we must treat a sequence of points one at a time, i.e., a point must be treated without knowing the remaining sequence of points to come, or even the length of this future sequence. When treating a point, we always have the option of opening a new cluster for the point, i.e., increasing the number of subsets by one new subset containing only the most recent point. We may also have the option of including the new point in an existing cluster, provided that the new point together with all other points already assigned to that cluster are still enclosable in a unit ball.
Each point must be assigned to exactly one cluster and this decision is irrevocable, i.e., we cannot at a later stage move a point from one cluster to another. Note that this problem is different from online covering [3] . In online covering, when a cluster is opened, a unit diameter is placed in a fixed location. In online clustering, points are assigned to a cluster, but the exact location of the cluster is not fixed. Another way to view this is that clusters open with size zero and then gradually have their sizes increased as points are assigned to the clusters.
To measure the quality of an online algorithm for this problem, we follow previous papers on the same topic and use competitive analysis [7, 9, 8] . For an input sequence I, we let Alg(I) denote the cost of Alg for processing I, and we compare the performance of Alg to the performance of an optimal offline algorithm Opt by defining the competitive ratio of Alg as sup I Alg(I) Opt(I) . There is also a less strict definition of this ratio, allowing the online algorithm to use an additional additive cost that does not count towards the ratio, but we can establish our result without that extra flexibility; or put in other words, the additive constant zero works. In our problem, the cost of an algorithm is the number of clusters that have been opened. For the randomized results that we reference, the ratio is defined using the expected cost E[Alg(I)] instead of the deterministic cost Alg(I), and the results are with respect to an oblivious adversary [1] . Finally, an algorithm is called c-competitive if c is an upper bound on its competitive ratio.
We develop a deterministic algorithm for the one-dimensional Online Unit Clustering problem. The work on this problem was initiated by Chang and Zarrabi-Zadeh [2] and the currently best known bounds are by Epstein and van Stee [6] . An overview of previous results, our results, and lower bounds for 1-dimensional unit cluster is given in Figure 1 . Thus, by this new upper bound of 5 3 , we narrow the gap to the best known lower bound of 8 5 to only 1 15 . In higher dimensions, using an idea from [2] , our 1-dimensional result improves the upper bound of As in the previous papers, this is with respect to the L ∞ norm. Thus, the unit balls are really squares, cubes, etc. In one dimension, a 2-competitive algorithm is almost immediate. There are more than one easy formulation of such an algorithm. The greedy algorithm which only opens a new cluster when forced to do so is one of them. Thus, given a c-competitive algorithm for the 1-dimensional case, one can use that algorithm in the first dimension and combine that with an additional factor 2 for each additional dimension. Thus, in dimension d ≥ 2, a c2 d−1 -competitive algorithm can be designed from the 1-dimensional case, and we obtain an algorithm with competitive ratio Finally, we strengthen the deterministic lower bound in dimension 2 and higher from 2, obtained in [6] , to 13 6 . The lower bound proof is carried out in dimension 2. The lower bound holds in higher dimensions by simply giving the corresponding points in a 2-dimensional subspace.
Many variants of online unit clustering have been studied by Epstein et al. [5] .
The Algorithm
In this section we describe a new algorithm for online unit clustering. We structure our algorithm around components consisting of 2-4 clusters that we refer to as a groups with various charasteristics. We then define behavior inside and outside these groups.
We start with terminology and a few definitions of groups and other components.
We are working on the line, and define a cluster to be an interval with a maximal length of one. For a cluster C, let r C denote the right endpoint of C and let l C denote the left endpoint of C. For two points p 1 and p 2 , we let d(p 1 , p 2 ) denote the distance between the two points.
We say that a cluster C can cover a point p, if max(d(p, r C ), d(p, l C )) ≤ 1, i.e., if assigning p to C does not violate the restriction on the length of a cluster being at most one unit (see Fig. 2 ). A cluster C is said to be able to reach another cluster D, if C can cover all points on the line between C and D (see Fig. 3 ). If, for some cluster D, there exist a cluster C to the left and a cluster E to the right of D, then D is said to be underutilized if d(r C , l E ) ≤ 1 (see Fig. 4 ). Two clusters C and D is said to be a We now start discussing groups. We will in the algorithm to be presented ensure that groups satisfy certain specific criteria. However, satisfying these criteria does not define a group. For instance, we do not want overlapping groups, i.e., groups that share clusters. Thus, the definition of a group is a labelling issue, in the sense that when the situation is right, we may decide that a collection of clusters form a group.
We say that three consecutive clusters C, D, and E, none of which belong to another group, form a potential regular group if if the clusters are related in the following way (see Fig. 7 ): 
A regular group initially consists of three clusters. However, as the algorithm progresses, a fourth cluster might be needed at some point. We denote C and E outermost clusters in a regular group or a potential regular group. D and the possible fourth cluster are denoted middle clusters. We denote a regular group with three clusters a regular 3-group and a regular group with four clusters a regular 4-group. An outermost cluster in a regular group or a potential regular group that satisfies the third requirement, is said to be a long cluster, e.g., if d(l C , l D ) > 1 in the above, then C is denoted a long cluster. Some regular groups have undesirable properties and we refer to a regular group with the following additional property as a bad regular group:
Regular groups that are not bad are referred to as good.
We will also need a variant that we refer to as a tight group; see Fig. 8 . A tight group initially consists of two clusters. However, as the algorithm progresses, a third cluster might be needed at some point. We denote a tight group with two clusters a tight 2-group and a tight group with three clusters a tight 3-group. The two initial clusters in a tight group are denoted outermost clusters and the possible third cluster is denoted a middle cluster. Observe that a tight group is really just a far pair with a different label.
Finally, a regular group G 1 is said to be close to another group G 2 , if a middle cluster from G 1 can reach a cluster in G 2 ; see Fig. 9 .
We are now ready to define the algorithm. It is clear that if a new point falls in an already opened cluster (between its left and right endpoints), then that cluster covers the point. If the new point p falls inside a regular group, then Algorithm 2 handles the point, if p falls inside a tight group, then Algorithm 3 handles the point, and otherwise we let Algorithm 1 handle the point.
Algorithm 1 Main
Require: p falls outside any group 1: if p can be covered by a group cluster then 2: Cover p by that cluster, avoid creating close regular groups if possible 3: else if covering p with some cluster would create a new good potential regular group then 4:
Cover p by the cluster and create a new regular group 5: else if opening a new cluster for p would create a new good potential regular group then 6:
if the new good potential regular group would be close to another group then 7:
Cover p and create a tight group 8:
Open a new cluster for p and create the new regular group 10:
end if 11: else if p can be covered by a cluster then 12:
Cover p by a cluster, avoid creating a close pair if possible 13: else 14:
Open a new cluster for p 15: end if
Algorithm 2 Regular Group
Require: p falls inside a regular group 1: if p can be covered by an outermost cluster without underutilizing the middle cluster then 2: Cover p by that outermost cluster 3: else if p can be covered by a middle cluster and still reach an outermost cluster then 4:
Cover p by that middle cluster 5: else 6:
Open a new middle cluster for p 7: end if
Algorithm 3 Tight Group
Require: p falls inside a tight group 1: if p can be covered by an outermost cluster then 2: Cover p by that outermost cluster 3: else if there is a middle cluster then 4:
Cover p by the middle cluster 5: else 6:
Analysis
We first establish some properties of the algorithm. Due to space constraints some proofs of the following lemmas have been moved to the appendix (full paper available at [4] ). Lemma 1. After each point has been processed, there exist no good potential regular groups.
Proof. It follows easily by induction in the number of points given. If the action taken by the algorithm creates a potential regular group, then either that group is created, another regular group is created which overlaps with the first group, or a tight group is created. ⊓ ⊔ Lemma 2. If two clusters are contained in a unit interval, then they are both part of the same regular group.
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that C 1 and C 2 are two clusters contained in a unit interval, and that they are not part of the same regular group. Assume without loss of generality that C 1 was opened before C 2 . Consider the point p on which C 2 was opened. It is clear that C 1 can cover p.
By Algorithm 1, p can either be opened in Line 9 in Algorithm 1 or in Line 14 in Algorithm 1. We consider both choices and show that both lead to a contradiction, which will prove the lemma.
First, assume C 2 was opened in Line 9 in Algorithm 1. Since, by assumption, C 1 and C 2 are not part of the same regular group, there must exist two other clusters, say C 3 and C 4 , such that a new cluster for p can create a good regular group together with C 3 and C 4 .
It follows that if opening C 2 for p can create a good regular group of C 2 , C 3 , and C 4 , then if C 1 covers p, then C 1 , C 3 , and C 4 would also be a good regular group. Hence, by Line 4 in Algorithm 1, C 1 would cover p and we reach a contradiction.
Next, assume C 2 was opened in Line 14 in Algorithm 1. Since, C 1 can cover p, we immediately reach a contradiction, since p would have been covered in Line 12 in Algorithm 1. ⊓ ⊔ Lemma 3. Algorithm 1 is well-defined.
Proof. The only part which is not obviously well-defined is Line 7 in Algorithm 1. However, it is clear that a close regular group must have to clusters contained in a unit interval. Hence, it follows from Lemma 2 that the good potential regular group was about to be created because one of these two clusters was about to be opened. Thus, the other of these two clusters can cover the new point and create a tight group. ⊓ ⊔ Lemma 4. If C and D are two clusters, neither of which are part of any group, then C and D is not a close pair.
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that C and D is a close pair, and consider the point p on which they became a close pair. It is clear that neither C nor D can be opened on p, since then C and D would be contained in a unit interval and by Lemma 2, they would be part of the same regular group. Hence, either C or D covers p, and since they are not contained in a unit interval before p was given, p must be a point between C and D. It follows that both C and D can cover p, and since neither C nor D is part of a group after p has been handled, p must be handled by Line 12 in Algorithm 1, and the close pair would not have been created. Hence, we reach a contradiction. First, consider p = r D , and consider the situation shown in Fig. 10 . The inequalities follow from the facts that D could cover p, that C and D did not form a far pair before p was given, and that C and D would become a far pair if D covers p. It is clear that opening a new cluster for p, the three clusters would be a good potential group. Hence, by Algorithm 1, D must be part of a group after p has been processed (either D covers p in Line 4 in Algorithm 1 or Line 7 in Algorithm 1, or a new cluster is opened for p in Line 9 in Algorithm 1). In all cases, we reach a contradiction with the assumption that D covers p and does not become part of a group.
Finally, consider p = l D , and consider the situation shown in Fig. 11 . The same arguments as for p = r D applies to this case, and a contradiction is reached in the same way. ⊓ ⊔ Lemma 6. A potential regular group cannot be created by a cluster covering a point on the outside (with respect to the potential regular group).
Lemma 7. During the execution of the algorithm, all regular groups remain good.
Lemma 8. When the fourth cluster is opened on a point p in a regular group, the group and p satisfy the inequalities shown in Fig. 12 
Fig. 12. Inequalities for the fourth cluster to be opened.
Proof. First, observe that if the outermost cluster in the regular group could cover p, but that would underutilize the middle cluster, then the middle cluster would cover p (Line 4 in Algorithm 2) since then it would still be able to reach an outermost cluster. Hence, for the fourth cluster to be opened on p, the outermost cluster cannot cover p and if the middle cluster covered p, it would not be able to reach either of the outermost clusters. The final inequality follows from the fact that just before p was given, the group was good (Lemma 7), and since the middle cluster could not reach the leftmost outer cluster, the other outermost cluster cannot reach the middle cluster (otherwise the group would have been bad). ⊓ ⊔ Lemma 9. If an outermost cluster in a regular group is underutilized, then the group only contains three clusters.
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 8. ⊓ ⊔ Lemma 10. When the third cluster is opened on a point p in a tight group, the tight group and p satisfy the inequalities shown in Fig. 13 . Lemma 12. If D, E, and F form a regular group where E and F was contained in a unit interval when the group was created, then D cannot reach a cluster not part of any group (see Fig. 15 ). 
Lemma 14. When a tight group C and D is created in Line 7 in Algorithm 1 in order to avoid creating a regular 3-group which would be close to G 2 (with cluster E towards the tight group), then there exists a point r covered by D that satisfies the inequalities shown in Fig. 16 . 
Fig . 16 . Location of a point r when a tight group is created.
Lemma 15. The middle of three consecutive clusters not part of any group cannot be underutilized.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 2 and Lemma 5. ⊓ ⊔
Overall Proof Structure
The basic idea of the overall proof is to divide the clustering produced by our algorithm into chunks, and show that if we process this division from left to right, then we are 5 3 -competitive after each chunk. In order to keep track of our status in this process, we introduce the notation a b which means that after possibly having discarded a number of chunks where the ratio of clusters used by the online algorithm to clusters used by Opt is at least as good as 5 3 , we are currently in a situation where the online algorithm has used a and Opt has used b clusters.
We define an ordering on pairs in the following way:
where the latter is equivalent to
From this we also define the relations , ∼, ≺, and ≻ in the straight forward way, and addition of pairs as
Note that Observe that we can produce an OPT-clustering of a request sequence (offline, that is), by processing the points from left to right, and clustering points greedily: only open new clusters when the previously opened cluster cannot cover the next point. Consider the situation after we have produced an OPTclustering in this manner (from left to right). Let a be the number of clusters used by our algorithm so far, and let b be the number of OPT-clusters used. Consider the last opened OPT cluster, and the next cluster opened by our algorithm. We identify three states for the OPT cluster and associate a letter with each of these states. The OPT cluster might not be able to cover points from the next cluster opened by our algorithm. We use the letter N to denote this state. The remaining two states represent different situations where the OPT cluster can cover points from the next cluster opened by our algorithm. We use the letter A to denote the state where the OPT cluster covered all of the last cluster opened by our algorithm. Finally, we use the letter S to denote the state where the OPT cluster covered some (but not all) from the last cluster opened by our algorithm. We show that if we are in state N , then If we can show that the above is an invariant after each decision our algorithm makes, then we have shown that our algorithm is 5 3 -competitive. In order to make the analysis easier to carry through, we mostly allow OPT to not cover points that are not start-or endpoints of a cluster opened by the algorithm. That has the effect that we know that if we are in state A, then the last opened OPT-cluster covered all points from the last cluster opened by our algorithm. When we deviate from this, we explicitly discuss such a point and argue why we still have the necessary properties.
We now describe how we divide the clustering into chunks. First, observe that we only need to consider sets of consecutive points where the distance between two consecutive points is at most one, since no cluster opened by the algorithm or by OPT can be shared between two such sets of points. In each set, each group is a chunk and anything between two consecutive groups or at the end of a set is a chunk. For each chunk and start state we analyze the chunk (in a worst case manner) and identify the end state and the number of new clusters used by our algorithm and OPT. If, for example, we are in state S before we process a chunk, the online algorithm uses 4 clusters to process the chunk, the OPT-clustering only needs to open two new clusters for the chunk, and the end state is A. We are then faced with the inequality S ⊕
2
A, which is true since S ⊕ Based on the properties of the algorithm established in the above, we now proceed to analyze groups, based on the state classification N , A, and S. The analysis of sequences of non-group clusters have been moved to the appendix due to space constraints.
Groups
For groups, the analysis can be completely captured in a collection of figures. We now describe how such figures should be read. Confer with the first figure (Fig. 17) below as an example. Above the dotted line, we show the online configuration that we are analyzing. We do not know the placement of Opt's clusters, but know that we can assume a division of starting states according to the classification described above. Thus, each possible Opt starting state is analyzed separately, using one line on each. When this is not obvious from the distances given in the online configuration, a reference to a lemma on top of an Opt cluster explaining why that cluster cannot reach the next point, or why a given end state can be argued.
All the way to the right on an Opt line, we list a pair denoting how many new online and Opt clusters, respectively, were used on that line. As an example, in Fig. 17 , in the second Opt line (start state A), the first Opt cluster in the line has already been counted because we analyze from left to right and the cluster shares a point with whatever online configuration is placed to the left of the current. Thus, 3 new online and 2 new Opt clusters are used. In all cases, we must verify (and have done so) that the start state plus the pair of clusters used sum up to at least the end state, e.g., A ⊕ 3 2 A.
We analyze the groups at the time of creation (for regular 3-groups and tight 2-groups), at the time when the fourth cluster is opened (for regular 4-groups), and at the time when the third cluster is opened (for tight 3-groups) . In addition, we analyze the situation where a regular group is close to another group separately (see Lemma 13). Hence, in the analysis of regular groups and tight groups, we can assume they are not close to another group.
Note from the captions that this is an exhaustive case analysis.
For the Regular 4-Group Case (Fig. 19) , observe that the used constraints are symmetric. Thus, the analysis of the case where the fourth cluster is to the right of the other middle cluster is identical to the above. 
ig. 24. Close Group: Just before it became close (see Fig. 33 ).
This concludes the analysis of all group cases. As stated above, the remaining part of the analysis has been moved to the appendix. Hence, this concludes the proof.
Two-dimensional Lower Bound
In this section, we establish the 2-dimensional lower bound which all higher dimensions inherit.
Theorem 1. No deterministic on-line algorithm can have a competitive ratio less than 13 6 in two dimensions.
Proof. Observe that is enough to consider on-line algorithms that never produce clusterings where a cluster is contained in another cluster. Consider any such deterministic on-line algorithm A, and assume by contradiction that it has a competitive ratio less than 13 6 . First, four points arrive on the corners of a unit square. A can either assign them all to one cluster or assign them to two clusters. Otherwise, since there exists a feasible solution using a single cluster, it has ratio of at least 3 and the input stops.
If A assigns all points to a single cluster, then four additional points arrive (see the first 8 points of Fig. 25) . A must group at least one of the new pairs in one cluster, since it is possible to group all existing points with only two clusters. Otherwise, A would not stay below the If A groups all 8 points using four clusters, then six additional points arrive (see Fig. 25) . A must open 6 clusters for them and has now used 13 clusters while an optimal solution requires only 6 clusters, which is a contradiction.
If A groups the 8 points using 5 clusters, then three additional points arrive (see Fig. 26) . A must open 3 clusters for them and has now used 11 clusters while an optimal solution requires only 5 clusters, which is a contradiction.
If A groups the 4 points (points 5-8) using three clusters, then the following sequences of points arrive (see Fig. 27 ). First, one additional point arrives (point 9). Since the nine points can be grouped using two clusters A must assign the new point to an already open cluster.
Next, four points arrive (points 10-13). Since the 13 points can be grouped using three clusters A must group the new points into two clusters. Now, six additional points arrive (points 14-19). Since the 18 points can be grouped using five clusters A must group the new points using 4 clusters.
Finally, three points arrive (points 20-22).
A must open three new clusters for them and has now used 13 clusters while an optimal solution only requires 6 clusters, which is a contradiction.
If A groups the first 4 points given using two clusters, then the following sequence of points arrive (see Fig. 28 ).
First, one additional point arrives (point 5). Since the five points can be grouped using one cluster, A must assign the new point to an already open cluster.
Next, four points arrive (points 6-9). Since, the 9 points can be grouped using two clusters A must group the new points using two clusters. Now, six additional points arrive (points 10-15). Since the 15 points can be grouped using four clusters, A must group the new points using 4 clusters.
Finally, three points arrive (points 16-18) . A must open three new clusters for them and has now used 11 clusters while an optimal solution only requires 5 clusters, which is a contradiction.
In all cases, we reach a contradiction and hence A has a competitive ratio of at least Two other interesting open problems are mentioned in [6] . The first question is whether or not the competitive ratio grows with the dimension of the problem, and the second is whether or not randomization can give strictly better results.
A Omitted Proofs
Proof of Lemma 6. This follows almost directly from Lemma 4. Assume for the sake of contradiction that a potential regular group is created by a cluster covering a new point p on the outside. Since the three clusters did not form a potential regular group before p was given, it follows from the definition of a regular group that the group lacked a long cluster. However, consider three clusters which otherwise are a potential regular group, except that they lack a long cluster (see Fig. 29 ). It is clear that p can be covered by the outermost cluster and doing so would not underutilize the middle cluster. Hence, by Line 2 in Algorithm 2, the outermost cluster covers p and the group remains good. ⊓ ⊔ Proof of Lemma 11. We show that the inequality holds when the regular group is created. It then follows from Line 2 in Algorithm 1 that F must be part of a group for this distance to become less than or equal to 1.
Consider when the group was created. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that the distance above is at most 1. It follows from Lemma 2 that the group must have been created by opening either D or E. Since all regular groups are good, we have the scenario shown in Fig. 31 . We now consider each of D and E as the cluster just opened, and show that in both cases, we reach a contradiction.
First, consider D as the cluster just opened. It is clear that E could reach F just before D was opened. By Lemma 4, it follows that F could not reach E. Hence, if E covered the new point on which D was opened, then C, E, and F would form a good potential regular group. By Line 4 in Algorithm 1, E would indeed have covered the point and D would never have been opened, and we have reached a contradiction. Now, consider E as the cluster just opened. It is clear that D could reach F just before E was opened. By Lemma 4, it follows that F could not reach D. If F could cover the new point on which E was opened, then it is clear the C, D, and F would form a good potential regular group, so again by Line 4 in Algorithm 1, F would indeed have covered the point E would never haven been opened, and we have reached a contradiction. Finally, assume that F could not cover the new point on which E was opened. It is clear that D can cover the point, and for the same reasons as above, if D indeed covered the point, then C, D, and F would form a good potential regular group. Again, by Line 4 in Algorithm 1, we reach a contradiction.
⊓ ⊔
Proof of Lemma 12. We show that D cannot reach C when the regular group is created. It then follows from Line 2 in Algorithm 1 that C must be part of a group for this distance to become less than or equal to 1.
Assume for the sake of contradiction that D can reach C. Now, observe that a regular group with two clusters contained in a unit interval must have been created when one of the two clusters E or F was opened (Lemma 2). Consider when the group was created, and assume without loss of generality that it was created when F was opened for a new point p. It is clear that at that time, E could cover p, and it follows from the definition of a regular group that indeed if E did that, then C, D and E would be a regular group (see Fig. 32 ). The group would be good since if D can reach C, then C cannot reach D by Lemma 4. Hence, we have reached a contradiction. ⊓ ⊔ Proof of Lemma 13. Observe that by Line 7 in Algorithm 1, no regular groups are created close to another group. Additionally, a regular 4-group cannot become close to another group since at the time of creation, an outmost cluster could not reach its nearest middle cluster (see Lemma 8) . Hence, for G 1 to become close to G 2 , it follows that G 2 must have covered a point p such that G 1 became close to it. However, by Line 2 in Algorithm 1, when a new point is covered by a group, if there is any choice, then close groups are not created. Thus, since G 1 could also cover p, then if it did so, G 2 must have become close to G 1 ; see Fig. 33 . It is clear that the distance from C to H is at most 4, and since G 1 and G 2 both are good regular groups, then D can reach C and G can reach H. Hence, the four clusters D, E, F , and G can together cover all possible future points given between C and H. Thus, neither G 1 nor G 2 can become a regular 4-group. ⊓ ⊔ Proof of Lemma 14. If E could not reach D when the tight group was created, then the right endpoint of D satisfies the inequalities. Now, assume that E can reach D. Then D must have been opened before the group G 2 was created (otherwise E would have covered at least the right endpoint of D and E would not be able to reach D). Consider the situation when G 2 was created. By Lemma 2, D and E could not be contained in a unit interval, and it follows that there exists a point r covered by D at a distance greater than 1 from the right endpoint of E. At some later point in time, a point p arrives which causes D to cover it, and a tight group is created; see Fig. 34 . Hence, r is located at a distance greater than 1 from C, and the lemma follows. ⊓ ⊔
B Omitted Analysis
In this section we finish the analysis of the algorithm. The only remaining part we need to handle is a sequence of clusters which are not part of any group.
B.1 Outside Groups
We now analyze a maximal sequence of clusters, none of which are a part of any group. This can be an isolated sequence, a sequence with a group in one end, or a sequence in between two groups. We divide the analysis up into different cases depending on the length of the sequence. In the analysis of sequences of length at least three, we repeatedly apply Lemma 15 for each cluster except for the first and last in the sequence.
A Single Cluster Consider the single cluster case (Fig. 35) . If this is not the end of the sequence, but continues with a group to the right, then there is a potential problem with the second line, since A ⊕ 1 1
S. It follows from Lemma 12 that the group to the right cannot be a 3-group with long cluster to the left, which excludes both Fig. 17 and Fig. 24 as possible cases. Now, consider the remaining groups: Regular 3-group with long cluster to the right, tight groups with a group to the right, and regular 4-group. For those groups, consider the S start state; see Fig. 36 .
In total, it works for all cases. First, observe that for the N -in/S-out case, there are no problems. Now, consider the A-in/A-out case. This is a harder case, the treatment of which is deferred to the a later section.
Finally, consider the S-in/S-out case. This is only possible if there is a group just to the right (otherwise S-out becomes N -out, which is fine). By Lemma 12, S-out is only possible if the group just to the right does not have the long cluster to the left. Otherwise, S-out becomes A-out, which is fine. Now consider the case of S-out and the group just to the right not having the long cluster to the left, which excludes Fig. 17 and Fig. 24 . Now, consider the remaining groups: Regular 3-group with long cluster to the right, tight groups with another group to the right, and regular 4-group. For those groups, consider the case with S start state; see Fig. 38 .
Group to the right˘a b¯S ⊕˘2 1¯⊕˘a b¯O ut state All cases work out directly.
Three Clusters The only problematic case is S-in/A-out; see Fig. 39 . This is a harder case, the treatment of which is deferred to a later section. By Lemma 15 only the first and last cluster in such a sequence can be underutilized. Hence, for the first and last cluster we get Fig. 41 and for any cluster in between we get Fig. 42 .
For a middle cluster it can be observed that an N -in state is converted to an A-out state, an A-in state is converted to an S-out state, and an S-in state is converted to an N -out state. The number of middle clusters in the sequence can be written as a3 + b, where a and b are integers, b ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and a3 + b ≥ 1. The resulting state diagram is shown in Fig. 43 . For every sequence of transitions that start in a start state and end in an end state we have to verify that the corresponding inequality is true. The result of translating the state diagram to inequalities is shown in Fig. 44 . We have to verify the inequalities indicated by this table hold, e.g., N ⊕ S (the first entry in the table). It is clear that if an inequality holds for some a, then the inequality also holds for a + 1.
From the previous handled cases, we have already shown that the inequalities hold for a = 0 except for the two cases: b = 0, A-in, and b = 1, S-in, which both corresponds to the case handled in the following section. Hence, by the above observation we only need to verify these two cases for a = 1. The first case for a = 1 results in A ⊕ A, which also is true.
B.2 Handling Remaining Cases
We begin this section with a few additional definitions.
Consider a regular group G and a cluster C to the left (this definition is intensionally not symmetric!) of G which is not part of any group. We say that C is a binding cluster if C is cannot reach any cluster from G, but the distance between C and G is at most one (see Fig. 45 ). We say that C binds to G.
There are two cases left-over from the first part of the paper.
The first is the case with two clusters outside groups with A-in/A-out and groups to both sides; see Fig. 37 . The second is the case with three clusters outside groups with S-in/A-out and groups to both sides; see Fig. 39 . Observe that both cases contain a binding cluster.
However, we first argue that with the algorithm and analysis presented in the first part of the paper, we can prove a 7 4 upper bound for our algorithm. First, consider the three clusters outside groups with S-in/A-out case; see Fig. 46 . We coin this a dangerous configuration since such a cluster (the middle one) with one or two underutilized clusters on its sides represent the hardest scenario between groups. This is basically the problem under consideration in the remainder of the paper. Fig. 47 , it follows that only a dangerous configuration with a regular 4-group to the right can lead to a ratio larger than Actually, considering the dangerous configuration together with one regular 4-group, one gets the bound . Hence, the three clusters outside groups case is already bound from above by 
48. An extended regular group.
is denoted an extended regular group. Observe that at most three clusters (including D and E) are needed between C and F in order to cover the entire space between C and F . In addition the clusters D and E are located in such a way that at most one additional cluster is needed. Hence, we now describe a behavior of an extended regular group that ensures that at most one additional cluster is needed between C and F : The cluster C covers a new point if possible. F covers a new point if possible and if it does not underutilize E. E covers a new point if it would still be able to reach F . D covers a new point if it would not result in D not being able to reach C and D having covered a point at a distance greater than 2 from F . Otherwise, a new cluster is opened.
An Algorithmic Extension
We now alter our algorithm to avoid problematic binding clusters. The change is the following: whenever Algorithm 1 would create a binding cluster, we let Algorithm 4 handle the point instead. Algorithm 4 says how to handle that particular point and serves to organize the subsequent case analysis where we account for correctness and ratios, and, in each case, explain how further points are handled.
Algorithm 4 Binding cluster
Require: p is the next point given, and Algorithm 1 would have created a binding cluster. 1: if the binding cluster is caused by the formation of a new regular group then 2: Let C be the binding cluster and let D, E, and F form the new group, with D closest to C 3:
if D is underutilized by E and C then 5:
Create the new group and the dangerous configuration 6: else 7:
Case 1 8: end if 9: else 10:
if the distance between E and D ′ is greater than 1 then 12:
Open a new cluster for p and create a new regular group from that cluster and D ′ and C 13: else 14:
Cover p with E and create a new regular group from C, D
Let G denote the regular group and C the potentially binding cluster 21:
if G is regular 3-group with two clusters contained in a unit interval towards C then 22:
Create the dangerous configuration (C covering p) 23:
Create an extended regular group from C and the group G 24: else 25:
Case 3 26:
end if 27: end if
In short, the algorithm can be formulated as follows: If the binding cluster is caused by a new regular group, we can create something else which is not problematic. If the binding cluster is caused by a regular group covering a point, we open a new cluster. Otherwise, we create the binding cluster.
Analysis Before the case analysis of this algorithm, we state the following lemma:
Lemma 16. If there exists a cluster between a binding cluster C and the regular group to which it binds, then the binding cluster can only be created by C covering a point to the right of C.
Proof. Let C denote the binding cluster and let D denote the cluster closest to C in the regular group G to which C binds. Assume for that there exists a cluster I between C and D when the binding cluster configuration is created. First, assume that the binding cluster configuration is created by the creation of the group G (see Fig. 49 ). It follows from Lemma 2 that D could not reach C before p was given, since otherwise D and I would have been contained in a unit interval (together with the right endpoint of C). By Lemma 6, the group G cannot be created by D covering a point on the outside (with respect to G). Hence, the distance between C and D was at most 1 before p was given. It follows that C and D were a far pair before p was given, which is a contradiction with Lemma 5. Now, observe that C cannot just have been opened for p, since by the definition of a binding cluster it must have positive size.
The binding cluster configuration cannot be created by C covering a point (p) to the left of C, since then just before p was given, C and I would be contained in a unit interval, which is not possible by Lemma 2.
Hence, the only way a binding cluster configuration can be created when there exists a cluster I between C and D is by C covering a point to the right of C.
⊓ ⊔
As a consequence of this lemma, in the following case analysis, we can assume that there is no cluster between the binding cluster and the regular group to the right in all cases, except when the binding cluster is created by that cluster covering a point.
In the following, we analyze each case in Algorithm 4. We show that the algorithm is well-defined, analyze the configurations created, and describe how future points are handled.
Recall that the only remaining cases from the main analysis are exactly cases with a binding cluster, and from the beginning of this section that this only represents a problem in connection with a 4-group.
Finally, observe that the regular groups suggested by Algorithm 1 are good potential regular groups by definition.
Line 5 in Algorithm 4: Binding Cluster In this case we create the new regular group and the binding cluster.
Observe that the regular group created in Line 5 is a group suggested by Algorithm 1. Hence, the group is a good potential regular group. In this case, we are actually creating a binding cluster. By the algorithm, the nearest outermost cluster in the new group is underutilized by the binding cluster. It follows from Lemma 9 that the group cannot be a regular 4-group and cannot develop into a regular 4-group at some later point. Hence, by the analysis above, this case cannot result in a ratio higher than The inequalities follow from the facts that D, E, and F form a potential regular group, that D is not underutilized by C and E, that D can reach C, and that C would have been a binding cluster in a dangerous configuration. It is clear that C, D, and E form a good potential regular group.
We first consider creating the regular group C, D, and E, since that would avoid creating a binding cluster of C. However, there might exist a cluster B just to the left of C, which, if the group C, D, E is created, would then become a binding cluster; see Where the additional inequalities follow from the assumption that B would become a binding cluster if the group C, D, E was created. It is clear that B, C, and D would also be a good potential regular group. Hence, if B would become a binding cluster, then we simply create the regular group B, C, D, and we have still avoided C becoming a binding cluster. Now, observe that this process cannot continue, i.e., there cannot exist a cluster A just to the left of B which would become a binding cluster when the group B, C, and D is created. Since in that case, the clusters A, B, and C already formed a good potential regular group just before the new point p was given, which is a contradiction with Lemma 1.
Finally, we need to argue that if the group C, D, E is created, then F does not become a binding cluster (with a regular group just to the right of F ). However, observe that F was not a binding cluster just before p was given. Hence, for F to become a binding cluster, F must have covered p. But that is a contradiction with Lemma 1, since then C, D, and E formed a good potential regular group just before p was given.
Line 10 in Algorithm 4: E covered p We need to argue why E must have covered p. By the algorithm, E cannot reach F , and by definition of a binding cluster, F cannot reach E. Hence, E and F is a far pair. By Lemma 5, no far pairs existed before p was given, and it follows that E ′ must have covered p. By Lemma 6, p must fall between D and E ′ .
Line 12 in Algorithm 4: New cluster and group First, consider well-definedness. The situation is shown in Fig. 52 . Since the distance between E and D ′ is greater than 1, the new cluster is not underutilized by E and D ′ . The inequalities follow from the facts that C would have been a binding cluster if D ′ covered the new point, D cannot reach C (by the algorithm), so the distance between the new cluster and C is greater than 1, and, by Lemma 5, D ′ can reach C. It is clear that the new group is a good potential regular group.
Again, we need to argue that by creating the alternative group, no binding clusters are created. First consider just to the right of the new group. Since E and F were considered for regular group formation, they were not binding clusters before p was given and therefore cannot be binding clusters after processing p. Now consider just to the left of C. If a binding cluster is created by grouping C, D ′ , and the new cluster together, we handle it in the same way as we handled Line 7 (which might result in D ′ actually covering p, if D ′ ends up being the outermost cluster in a group). The analysis is similar.
Line 14 in Algorithm 4: alternative group First, consider well-definedness. The situation is shown in Fig. 53 . First, we need to argue why E can actually cover the new point. This follows from the fact that F , E, and D ′ were not a group just before the new point was given, and that F , E, and D could form a group if D ′ covered the new point. There are two possibilities: Either the distance between E and D ′ is greater than 1 and the distance between E and D (if it covered the new point) would be at most 1, or E cannot reach D ′ and E can reach D (if it covered the new point), or both. The first case is covered by the previous case (Line 12). Hence, it follows that E can reach D (if it covered the new point), and so E can cover the new point. The inequalities again follow from the facts that C would have been a binding cluster, that D could not have reached C, Lemma 5, and that E cannot reach D ′ . It is clear that E, D ′ , and C form a good potential regular group.
Again, for the same reasons as above, no new binding clusters can be created by the action taken in this case.
Line 18 in Algorithm 4: Case 2 In this case, we are about to create a binding cluster C, by a cluster D in G covering a point p.
The behavior in this case is to open a new cluster for p, unless G is a regular 3-group with the long cluster to the left and two clusters contained in a unit interval (including the close group case; see Fig. 24 ). In that case, we let D cover p and we then create a special configuration with a slightly alternative behavior than the group would otherwise have had.
We first show that if G is not such a regular 3-group everything works out; see 
ig. 54. Open for p.
The only case that does not work out directly is the S-in/S-out case. However, consider that case together with all possibilities for G. As described above, G cannot be a regular 3-group with the long cluster to the left and the other clusters contained in a unit interval. However, in order to analyze all the possibilities for G, we also need to consider the case where G is a regular 3-group with the long cluster to the left, but the two other clusters not contained in a unit interval; see Fig. 55 . It is clear that all cases work out.
Finally, we need to consider the case when G is a regular 3-group with the long cluster to the left and the other two clusters contained in a unit interval. In that case, we let D cover p, and group C together with G; see Fig. 57 . 
It is clear that all cases work out directly. Also observe that the only way the N -in and S-in cases can result in A-out is if G was close with another group (otherwise these two cases would have resulted in N -out). Hence, the above also works even if G was close with another group before p was given.
Before proceeding, we identify three points q C , q D , and q E , where q C is the right endpoint of C, q D is the left endpoint of D, and q E is the left endpoint of E before D covers p. As shown in the figure, the distance between each pair of the three points is greater than one.
We now describe how future points are handled by this configuration: C and D cover points if possible (however, D is not allowed to underutilize E), E covers points as long as it can still reach D, and F covers points as long as it does not cover a point at a distance greater than two from D. It is easy to see that an additional point might be needed between C and D, and an additional point might be needed just to the right of F (a point which F could cover, but if it did, it would have covered a point at a distance greater than two from D). However, the additional cluster just to the right of F , denote it H, is only opened on a point p if p cannot be covered by any other cluster (part of a group or not). If H is opened, then it covers points if possible without underutilizing F , i.e., it does not cover points within a distance of two from D. In addition, the behavior of F is changed so it covers a point if it would not both disconnect it from H and cover a point at a distance greater than two from D.
We now analyze the configuration when these additional clusters are opened. We first consider when H is opened; see Fig. 58 . 
A :˘5 4→
A :˘5 3F
ig. 58. Special group with an additional cluster to the right of F .
Observe that all the states are A-out since if a cluster just to the right of F could cover the point on which H is going to be opened, then it does so. Now, it is clear that all cases work out. Now consider the configuration when both an additional cluster is opened between C and D, and when H is opened; see Fig. 59 . Again, it is clear that all cases work out. Finally, observe that since the above cases work out, the cases where H was not opened would also work out.
Finally, we need to consider the situation when an additional cluster is opened either to the left or right of F , both with and without the additional cluster between C and D. Assume without loss of generality that the cluster is opened to the right of F , i.e., just to the left of H; see ig. 61. Special group with an additional cluster between F and H and no cluster between C and D.
All cases work out.
Line 23 in Algorithm 4: Extended Regular Group First, consider well-definedness. The situation is shown in Fig. 62 .
Line 25 in Algorithm 4 Case 3 In this case, we are about to create a binding cluster C by C covering the next point p. Let G denote the group just to the right of C with D being the cluster of G closest to C.
From the previous, case we know that G cannot be a regular 3-group with the long cluster to the right and the two other clusters contained in a unit interval.
We now describe how p is handled. If G is a regular 3-group with the long cluster towards the left and the two other clusters contained in a unit interval (including the close groups case in Fig. 24 ), then C covers p and C together with G is turned into the same kind of special group we considered in Case 2. The analysis of this case is similar to the analysis of that case, since we can identify the same three points q C , q D , and q E as in that case. If G is not a regular 3-group with two clusters contained in a unit interval, that means in all other cases, we open a new cluster for p; see Fig. 65 . The only case that works out directly is the A-in/N -out case.
In order to analyze all the possibilities for G below, we also need to consider the case where G is a regular 3-group with the long cluster to the right, but the two other clusters not contained in a unit interval; see Consider the N -in/N -out case. We now analyze this case together with all possibilities for G. However, as described above, G cannot be a regular 3-group with two clusters contained in a unit interval. Hence, the only remaining cases are regular 3-groups where no clusters are contained in a unit interval, and regular 4-groups; see Fig. 67 . Again all cases work out.
We now describe how future points are handled. If the new cluster opened for p above can cover a point without disconnecting it from D, then it does so. Other points are handled by the regular algorithm. It is clear that no binding clusters can be created again at this location. Observe that if the cluster just to the left of C could cover p, then it would do so. Hence, the A-in case cannot reach p. The analysis of the N -in/N -out and S-in/N -out cases are identical to the above.
Finally, we need to consider the situation when there exists a cluster between C and D when C is about to become a binding cluster. It follows from Lemma 16 that p must be to the right of C, and hence the cluster between C and D covers p. The analysis is identical to the analysis above.
